ABSTRACT
ROYALTY, TAYLOR M. Aerosol Properties Observed in the Remote North Pacific
Boundary Layer. (Under the direction of Markus Petters and Nicholas Meskhidze).
The relative contribution of different aerosol types to the total aerosol number budget
in marine environments may have implications towards aerosol-cloud interactions of lowlying marine stratocumulus clouds; however, due to the scarcity and difficulty of making
aerosol measurements in marine environments, the spatial and temporal contribution of these
different aerosol types is poorly constrained. Here, aerosol size and hygroscopic data
collected aboard a ship within the North Pacific marine boundary layer during data is
presented. A new method, the kernel fractionation method, is presented for decomposing
hygroscopicity distributions into three distinct hygroscopicity classes based on the ambient
aerosol hygroscopic properties relative to the hygroscopic properties of a reference
compound. During the sampling period, the observed size distributions were bimodal with
integrated aerosol number concentrations of 197±98 cm-3. Hygroscopicity distributions for
dry-sized particles of 48 nm, 96 nm, and 144 nm particles showed mode κ’s were 0.48±0.16,
0.45±0.17, and 0.50±0.15, respectively. Dynamics for the three hygroscopicity classes
derived from the kernel fractionation method suggest one class represents particles
originating from within the marine boundary layer while the other two classes are the reults
of an airmass entraining from the free troposphere into the marine boundary layer.
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CHAPTER 1
1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Atmospheric aerosol are defined as a mixture of solid and/or liquid particles
suspended in a gas [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006]. The size range of individual particles within
aerosol spans over orders of magnitude (1 nm to > 100 µm in diameter) and are
compositionally non-homogenous. The combination of these two factors creates challenges
in characterizing the spatial and temporal dynamics of atmospheric aerosol. The importance
of characterizing the spatial and temporal dynamics of atmospheric aerosol relates to the
strong implications aerosol have towards impacting human health [Dockery et al., 1993] and
climate [Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008].
In general, aerosol characterization is based on describing either the external or
internal mixed properties of a population of particles for a given air parcel. The external
mixture describes the degree of size and composition homogeneity that a population of
particle has within the given parcel of air. When a population of aerosol is uniform in size
and composition, the population of aerosol is commonly referred to as monodisperse.
Although a monodisperse population of aerosol can theoretically exist in the atmosphere, it is
much more common for aerosol to be polydisperse, or non-homogenous in size and/or
composition. Polydisperse aerosol results from particles with different ‘histories’ and sources
mixing within the same air parcel. Processes which lead to polydisperse aerosol include
microphysical processes such as coagulation, condensational growth [Capaldo et al., 1999],
and nucleation [Dunne et al., 2016], meteorology and having multiple local production
sources; thus, the external mixture of aerosol can act as a signature for airmass source. In
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contrast, the internal mixture of aerosol describes the homogeneity of the chemical
constituents making up individual particles within the population of particles. The internal
mixture of aerosol provides a signatures for the specific production source as well as aging
processes influencing the individual particle [Andreae, 2007]. A clear example of how the
internal mixture of aerosol provides a signature of production source is sea-spray aerosol
(SSA). Derived from bubble-mediated production flux on the ocean surface, the
compositional mixture of nascent SSA includes salt ions found within seawater, most notably
Na+ and Cl- ions [Lewis and Schwartz, 2004]. The presence of these ions in a particle would
provide evidence that the particle in question originated from bubble-mediated production
flux. Although quantifying the composition of individual particles provides useful
information regarding sources, aging processes can modulate the composition of aerosol and
obscure the signature for the source. While still considering nascent SSA, SSA acidification
via adsorption of sulfuric acid leads to removal of Cl- ion by converting Cl- to HCl gas
[Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006]. Thus, Cl- ion alone does not ubiquitously provide a signature for
SSA; however, the presence of Na+ ion in the absence of Cl- would suggest a particle was
originated from the ocean but was aged.
A number of measurement techniques are regularly deployed for characterizing
external and internal mixing properties of aerosol. Some aerosol properties of particular
interest, due to their ability to influence human health and climate, include: 1) the particle
size distribution that is within a parcel of air. Common techniques used for quantifying
aerosol size distribution properties include cascade impactors [e.g. Cheng et al., 2005],
optical particle counters [e.g. Snider and Petters, 2008], and scanning mobility particle sizers
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(SMPS) [Wang and Flagan, 1990]. 2) the optical properties such as light scattering and
adsorption [Hinds, 1999] that are within a parcel of air. Common methods for analyzing
optical properties of aerosol include satellite retrievals [e.g. Omar et al., 2009] or
nephelometers [Hinds, 1999]. 3) the chemical properties [Asmi et al., 2010] of particles that
are within a parcel of air. One of the most common methods for analyzing chemical
properties of aerosol involves collecting aerosol on a filter and analyzing samples using
analytical techniques such as mass spectrometry [e.g. Modini et al., 2015] or microscopy
[e.g. Prather et al., 2013]. In addition, some real-time composition measurements are
available such as those provided by an aerosol mass spectrometer [Asmi et al., 2010]. 4)
hygroscopicity, or water-uptake ability [Rader and McMurry, 1986] of particles that are
within a parcel of air. Methods include the use of hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility
particle analyzer (HTDMA) [Rader and McMurry, 1986] as well as cloud condensation
nuclei counter [Petters et al., 2009]. Overall, the broad range of measurable aerosol
properties presents a natural challenge in fully characterizing properties of ambient aerosol
due to time and monetary constraints. As such, there are trade-offs when selecting which
measurement techniques to deploy when making ambient aerosol measurements.
As a part of this thesis work, SMPS and HTDMA measurements were made over the
North Pacific Ocean with the intent of constraining the aerosol number budget in the marine
atmosphere. Closure of the aerosol number budget over the marine environment is important
due to the uncertainty of the aerosol hygroscopic properties within the marine atmosphere.
Depending on the hygroscopic properties of aerosol, aerosol may interact with low-lying
marine stratocumulus clouds and thus, influence the Earth’s albedo [Latham et al., 2008]. A
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specific challenge associated with HTDMA measurements is the broad transmission response
of DMAs. To address this issue, an algorithm was developed which defined hygroscopicity
classes based on a known reference compound. This algorithm was applied to ambient data
collected over the North Pacific Ocean. Chapter 2 and Appendix A contain a draft of a
manuscript to be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research. The manuscript contains
the methods, results and implications from aerosol measurements collected over the North
Pacific. Finally, Chapter 3 is a reflection of the developed algorithm and some future
directions for improving on the work discussed in Chapter 2 and Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol influence Earth’s radiative budget through both direct and
indirect effects [Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008]. The former involves aerosol scattering or
absorption of solar radiation, and the latter describes how aerosol influence radiative
properties of clouds by modulating cloud microphysical properties and in turn cloud albedo
and lifetime. Aerosol properties controlling the magnitude of the direct and indirect effects
include aerosol number concentration, size, and hygroscopicity, i.e., the ability to uptake
water vapor. Aerosol hygroscopicity is of particular interest as more hygroscopic particles
serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at lower supersaturations than less hygroscopic
particles of the same size [e.g. Hegg et al., 2012]. In addition, more hygroscopic particles
‘swell’ in humidified environments and thus, scatter radiation more efficiently. A large area
of the Earth’s surface is covered by oceans. The overall implication that particle
hygroscopicity has within marine environments relates to how aerosol interact with clouds,
particularly low lying marine stratocumulus. Ultimately, these interactions may have
implications towards the global albedo [Latham et al., 2008].
Different types of particles contribute to the aerosol number budget within the marine
boundary layer (MBL). Furthermore, constraining the relative contribution of these particle
types is important in constraining the fraction of the aerosol number budget which can act as
CCN. Unfortunately, the source of the different particle types varies as well as the temporal
and spatial contribution of these particle types to the total aerosol number budget [O’Dowd
and Leeuw, 2007]. Thus, efforts to accurately constrain the source contribution of particles to
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the MBL aerosol number budget is important for accurately simulating the radiative budget
of the Earth [Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008].
One source of uncertainty for the MBL aerosol number budget includes the
production, abundance [de Leeuw et al., 2011] and mixing state [Gantt and Meskhidze, 2013]
of primary marine aerosol (i.e. sea-spray and primary organic aerosol) [Meskhidze et al.,
2013]. Global models currently estimate the production [de Leeuw et al., 2011] of primary
marine aerosol using wind speed-dependent flux parameterizations. Based on these
parameterizations, models estimates suggest primary marine aerosol contributes up to 25% to
the total number budget in marine environments; however, recent observational studies
[Ovadnevaite et al., 2014; Modini et al., 2015] suggest that many source parameterizations
may overestimate the spatiotemporal contribution of primary marine aerosol to the number
budget in marine environments.
Another source of uncertainty in the marine aerosol number budget comes from the
production of secondary marine aerosol species, which includes secondary organic aerosol
[Bikkina et al., 2014], secondary sulfur aerosol species [Quinn and Bates, 2011] and iodine
oxidizes [O’Dowd et al., 2002], in the marine atmosphere. Secondary aerosol can form
through nucleation events from within the MBL [Hoppel et al., 1994; Clarke et al., 1998;
Petters et al., 2006]. Chamber experiments, followed by model simulations, suggest that
global nucleation rates vary over ten orders of magnitude and depend on latitude, altitude and
trace gas abundances [Dunne et al., 2016]. Thus, the impact of nucleation on the aerosol
number budget will vary spatiotemporally. Similarly, gas-to-particle transfer through
condensational growth and cloud processing can also modulate hygroscopic properties of
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preexisting particles in the MBL. The relative importance of reduced sulfur [Quinn and
Bates, 2011; Simpson et al., 2014] and organic trace gas [Bikkina et al., 2014] sources to
condensational growth and cloud processing remain uncertain.
Lastly, the influences of long-range transported continental aerosol [Andreae, 2007]
and trace gases [Kawamura and Bikkina, 2016] on the MBL aerosol number budget are also
poorly constrained. Continental transport alters the dominant aerosol size-distribution
properties [Atwood et al., 2017] and affects the aerosol composition via gas-to-particle mass
transfer [Clarke et al., 2013]. Shifts from marine-dominated airmass to those of continental
origin can have a significant impact on the hygroscopic properties of the observed aerosol
[Atwood et al., 2017] and thus, identifying airmasses originating from continents versus those
of marine origin is important.
Due to the scarcity and difficulty of making aerosol measurements over the ocean,
more aerosol number and hygroscopicity characterization experiments are necessary for the
marine atmosphere. Here we constrain the relative contributions of different particle types to
the aerosol number budget in the North Pacific MBL. Hygroscopicity and dry aerosol size
distribution measurements were made for one week in summer aboard a ship travelling in the
region north of the island of Oahu, Hawaii, USA. A new method is presented for classifying
the ambient aerosol population into three distinct classes based on their hygroscopic
properties. The relative budget for each class was then quantified. Using concentration
dynamics for the three particle classes, along with dynamics in number concentration, size
distributions and back-trajectories, details about the potential composition and sources of the
three classes are discussed.
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2.2 METHODS
2.2.1 Site Description
Measurements took place on the ship, R/V Hi'ialakai, which is operated by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Measurements were taken between 25
June and 3 July 2016 as a part of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute’s annual mooring
retrieval and deployment associated with the Hawaii Ocean Timeseries Station (WHOTS)
project [Plueddemann et al., 2006]. The ship left Pearl Harbor, Oahu (21.3643°N,
157.9598°W), travelled through the Kaua’i channel and then northward until reaching the
Hawaii Ocean Time-series, Station ALOHA (22.45°N, 158°W). The ship spent the bulk of
the cruise within the vicinity of Station ALOHA, prior to returning to Pearl Harbor on 3 July.
2.2.2 Sampling
A schematic of the experimental setup and instrument location on the ship is shown in
Figure 2.1. A 3-D sonic anemometer (R.M. Young 81000) was mounted ~6.5 m high on the
tower stationed near the ship’s bow. The anemometer extended ~1 m outwards on a metal
rod towards the ship’s bow. The anemometer sampled at 7 Hz frequency, the maximum
achievable frequency due to the length of the serial communication between the instrument
and the data acquisition system. Two differential mobility analyzers (DMA) and three
condensation particle counters (CPC) were located in a dry-lab, near the ship’s stern. Details
about the instruments model numbers and configuration are discussed below. The tower
mounted on the bow of the ship held the sample-line inlet ~1 m above the ship’s railing and
5.5 m below the anemometer. The sample-line comprised of stainless-steel tubing (¼ inch
inner diameter), which stretched the length of the ship, and electrically conductive silicone
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tubing (¼ inch inner diameter), which was used inside the dry-lab. In total, tubing length was
~51 m from the inlet to the instrumentation suite. Particle losses through the sample-line
were calculated using the freely available software, ‘Particle Loss Calculator’ [von der
Weiden et al., 2009]. Parameters considered for the loss calculation included tube length,
tube inner diameter, flow rate, diffusional losses, sedimentation losses, turbulent inertial
deposition losses, inertial deposition (bend and contraction) and an assumed laminar flow in
the transition regime. The flow rate, particle density, and dynamic shape factor were assumed
as 3.1 L min-1, 1000 kg m-3, and 1, respectively. Wind speed, sampling orientation, and
aspiration angle were not included in calculations. The calculated sample line transmission
efficiencies are shown in Figure A1 in the Appendix A. The calculated transmission
efficiency was > 90% for D > 55 nm and between 80% and 90% for 25 < D < 55 nm.
2.2.3 Instrumentation
Sample flow entering the instrumentation suite was split between the ‘ambient CPC’
(TSI Inc. 3022A, Figure 2.1) and a humidified tandem DMA (HTDMA) system. The ambient
CPC was operated in high flow mode drawing 1.5 L min-1 and continuously measured total
particle concentration for D > 5 nm. The HTDMA consisted of two DMAs (referred to as
DMA-1 and DMA-2). The system relative humidity (RH) was measured with capacitance
RH sensors (Rotronic hygroclip HC2) embedded in the sheath and sample flow of both
DMAs. Depending on the mode of operation, DMA-1 (TSI Inc. 3081) operated either as an
electrostatic classifier which selected single size particles or as a scanning mobility particle
sizer (SMPS) [Wang and Flagan, 1990]. Before entering DMA-1, a Nafion membrane drier
dried the sample flow to an average RH of 24±1.5%. Subsequently, the aerosol was charge
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equilibrated using x-ray radiation (TSI Inc. 3088). The HTDMA operated in two separate
modes. Mode 1 measured the particle size distribution from 10 < Dd < 360 nm by using
DMA-1 in SMPS configuration and using the ‘SMPS CPC’ (TSI Inc. 3087) as a detector.
The nominal sheath-to-sample flow ratio for DMA-1 was 9:1.6 L min-1. The SMPS duty
cycle was: hold the voltage at 10 kV for 60 s, followed by an exponential downscan to 10 V
over 160 s and concluded with a 20 s flush. Mode 2 used the HTDMA for measuring sizeresolved humidified size distributions [Rader and McMurry, 1986]. The design and
construction of the instrument was based on similar previously described designs [Suda and
Petters, 2013; Dawson et al., 2016]. Briefly, polydisperse aerosol entered DMA-1, which
operated in classifier mode to produce a monodisperse aerosol. The monodisperse aerosol
entered a temperature controlled Nafion membrane immersed in water which humidified the
aerosol. Prior to humidification, a split allowed the SMPS CPC to measure the monodisperse
aerosol concentration after DMA-1. The humidified aerosol entered DMA-2 (TSI Inc. 3081)
which operated in SMPS mode. Scan sequence and duration for DMA-2 resembled that of
DMA-1 during Mode 1. During Mode 2, DMA-1 alternated between holding constant
voltages corresponding to dry diameter sizes of 48 nm, 96 nm and 144 nm. DMA-2 operated
with a sheath-to-sample flow ratio of 5:1 L min-1. The ‘HTDMA CPC’ (TSI 3772) detected
particles exiting DMA-2. Four thermoelectric heat exchangers (TE Tech. CP-031) outfitted
DMA-2. Column temperature was set to the measured temperature at the column center. The
column was wrapped with a 0.5” layer of neoprene to help maintain a near isothermal state
and stable RH inside the column. Calibration of the system’s RH followed methods described
by Suda and Petters [2013]. Ammonium sulfate was atomized (TSI Inc. 3076), dried, and
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neutralized prior to entering the HTDMA system; this occurred approximately once every
hour. The observed humidified size of ammonium sulfate is used together with the AIM
model [Clegg et al., 1998] to infer the RH in the instrument. Details specific to the AIM
model are discussed below in Section 2.9. System diagnostics for temperature stability,
measured RH, and calculated RH are reported in Figure A2 in Appendix A.
2.2.4 SMPS Inversion
One Hz raw data from dry size distribution scans (Mode 1) were inverted similar to
the method described in Nugyen et al. [2014]. Briefly, the inversion maps the time varying
electric field to the selected mobility diameter using the temperature of the current scan.
Equation 8 from Petters et al. [2009] corrected for the effects of multiply charged particles.
Inlet line losses were corrected by taking the counting efficiency of the CPC to be equal to
the fractional transmission shown in Figure A1 in the Appendix A. The resulting
concentration vs. particle size data were interpolated onto a fixed, 32-bin grid which ranged
from 10 nm to 360 nm. Concentrations were normalized by the log10 ratio of the bin bounds
and are reported as spectral densities (dN/dlog10Dp).
2.2.5 HTDMA Inversion
One Hz raw data from the humidified size distribution scans (Mode 2) were inverted
and gridded the same way as the dry size distribution, with the exception that there was no
charge correction. The charge correction was not applied because diameter growth upon
humidification of +1 and +2 charged particles of equal dry mobility is nearly identical, with
differences only arising due to the differential Kelvin effect. Here we used a semi-empirical
inversion method to compute the ambient concentration of particles. The mean concentration
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measured by the SMPS CPC during Mode 2 related linearly to the integrated counts from
individual humidified size distributions. The slope from this correlation was treated as a
transmission coefficient, τ, for the given mobility selected particles. Accumulated counts
within each size bin were divided by the appropriate τ, normalized by the log10 ratio of the
bin bounds associated with the appropriate size and multiplied by an empirical scaling factor.
The empirical scaling factor was set so there was closure between the integrated number
concentration of the humidified size distribution and the appropriate spectral range of the
inverted integrated total dry-size particle concentration (dN/dlog10Dp) from the SMPS scan
closest in time (< 1 hr). The scaling factor depends on scan rate, sheath-to-sample flow ratio,
shape distortion of the transfer function, and particle diffusivities. Thus, the scaling factor
accounts for non-ideality in the system.
2.2.6 Hygroscopic Growth
The diameter growth factor, GF, was defined as
𝐺𝐺 =

𝐷

𝐷𝑑

,

(1)

where 𝐷 is the diameter from the humidified size distribution, 𝐷𝑑 is the average measured
dry diameter while DMA-1 operated as a classifier. Sizing for DMA-1 and DMA-2 was

inter-compared by performing ‘dry-dry’ scans on 27 June and twice at the end of the cruise.
Dry-dry scans operated similar to Mode 2; however, the humidification system was bypassed
to avoid humidified growth of the monodisperse aerosol. The measured peak dry diameter in
DMA-2 was within 1 nm of the nominal dry diameter of DMA-1. Therefore, the nominal dry
diameter was used to compute GF for all scans. Hygroscopicity parameter distributions were
computed from the GF distribution and the calibrated RH from within 30 min of the given
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scan using equation 11 in Petters and Kreidenweis [2007]. Hygroscopicity distributions were
interpolated onto a fixed, 32-bin and geometrically spaced κ-grid ranging from 0.01 to 4.
Concentrations in each bin are expressed as dN/dlog10κ. The first bin is 0.01 < κ < 0.1 and
accumulates all counts for κ < 0.1, including those from GFs < 1 associated with the
transmission function of the DMA for κ = 0 particles. The value 0.01 for a lower bound is an
arbitrary choice; a value > 0 is needed to present the data in log space.
2.2.7 Kernel Fractionation Method
One objective for this study is to classify size-selected particle composition in the
MBL based on observed particle hygroscopicity. Traditional HTDMA measurements,
particularly within the MBL, define observed peaks in GF distributions as GF modes and
have been referred to in the literature as being barely-hygroscopic, moderately-hygroscopic,
and highly-hygroscopic (sometimes also referred to as salt) particles [Berg et al., 1998;
Massling et al., 2003; Swietlicki et al., 2008; Asmi et al., 2010]. Barely-hygroscopic particles
include primary and secondary carbonaceous aerosol with minimal hygroscopic salt content
as well as mineral dust and iodine oxides. The moderately-hygroscopic category includes
species with hygroscopic properties corresponding to GFs appreciably larger than barelyhygroscopic particles which can include ammonium sulfate, letovicite and ammonium
bisulfate. In addition, some sodium species which are organically-enriched can have
hygroscopic properties similar to those of the partially neutralized sulfate species. Highlyhygroscopic particles have GFs exceeding ammonium sulfate and include pure sodium
chloride, sodium sulfate, sulfuric acid, potassium chloride, ammonium nitrate and primary
marine aerosol with minimal fractional contribution of organic compounds.
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Theoretically, particles could be classified by chemical composition according to
their experimentally-derived mode κ value [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007]; however, exact
κ values associated with the barely-hygroscopic, moderately-hygroscopic, and highlyhygroscopic classes cannot be defined for ambient measurements, as externally-mixed
aerosol likely consist of a continuous spectrum of particles with different mixing states and
thus, κ values. Further uncertainties with defining chemical composition based strictly on
hygroscopicity relates to the broad GF response of pure compounds due to the DMA transfer
functions. Figure 2.2 shows examples of transmission kernels for five types of particles with
different κ values. The transmission kernel is taken as the shape of the dry-dry scan (Section
2.6) and scaled by a GF calculated with a κ corresponding to the compound and assuming an
RH = 80%. Figure 2.2 demonstrates that although the peaks of these chemical species are
separated, tails of different chemical species can have significant overlap. Therefore,
classifying particles strictly based on HTDMA-derived GF (or κ) response could lead to
erroneous results. Nonetheless, Figure 2.2 also shows that clear separation exists for some
select species, e.g. κ=0 (black carbon), κ=0.57 (ammonium sulfate), and κ=1.68 (artificial
seawater). Proposed here is an algorithm which estimates the number concentration for three
newly defined classes based on an empirically measured transmission kernel of a pure
substance (reference kernel). The three classes are sub-reference κ values (κsub), referencelike κ values (κref) and super-reference κ values (κsuper). The algorithm is described in three
sections. The first section (2.7.1) describes how to prescribe concentrations into the three
classes. The second section (2.7.2) describes how the method was applied to the data
collected from this cruise. The last section (2.7.3) describes how uncertainty was quantified
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for the three classes based on assumed chemical species whose kernels could exist within
each class.
2.2.7.1 Algorithm Development
Classes were defined using an empirically derived GF distribution of a pure chemical
compound. This GF distribution was defined as the reference kernel. The GF distribution was
converted to a probability density function (PDF) by dividing the GF distribution by the
integrated counts in the distribution. Lower (GFlow) and upper (GFup) GF thresholds were
defined such that:
𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝐺𝐺 < 𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙𝑙 ) = 𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟 �𝐺𝐺 > 𝐺𝐺𝑢𝑢 � = 𝑡𝑢𝑢

(2)

where Pref(GF) is the PDF for the reference material, tlow represents the probability that the
GF of a particle with the chemical composition of the reference material falls below GFlow
and tup represents the probability that the GF of a particle with the chemical composition of
the reference material exceeds GFup. Next, an ambient GF distribution is measured and
normalized to a PDF by dividing the ambient GF distribution by the integrated concentration
in the distribution. From the ambient GF distribution PDF, the fraction of the distribution
falling into the classes mentioned above are computed as:
𝐺𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠 = ∫0

𝐺𝐹

𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐺𝐺)

𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟 = ∫𝐺𝐹 𝑢𝑢 𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐺𝐺)
𝑙𝑙𝑙

(3)

∞

𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = ∫𝐺𝐹 𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐺𝐺)
𝑢𝑢
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where, 𝑓 denotes the respective fraction and 𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐺𝐺) denotes the ambient GF distribution.
The null hypothesis is that 100% of fsub and fsuper is due to the non-discrete transmission of
the reference kernel from the DMAs transfer functions. This hypothesis is tested by
subtracting the threshold values tlow and tup, or the statistical contribution of the reference
kernel, from the integrated values fsub and fsuper, respectively. Multiplying the respective
fraction of particles from each class by the integrated number concentration of the ambient
GF distribution gives:
𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙 ) × 𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑡𝑢𝑢 ) × 𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(4)

𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

where csub, cref and csuper denote the concentration of particles in respective classes .
2.7.2 Application of the Kernel Fractionation Method to MBL Aerosol
Marine environments consist of a wide range of particles with different compositions
and hygroscopicities. With a prior knowledge about the sampling environment, the specific
kernels within κsub, κref and κsuper could be constrained for a given environment. An ideal
reference kernel should achieve good discrimination between the κsub, κref and κsuper classes
which would depend on the dominant particle types. In the case of this study, sampling was
conducted at Station ALOHA which could be considered a remote marine environment. As
such, ammonium sulfate was used as a reference kernel for quantifying csub, cref and csuper.
Figure 2.2 shows the ammonium sulfate kernel represents a chemical component with
intermediate hygroscopicity, and as such, ammonium sulfate could provide a good reference
kernel for quantifying sodium-containing species within csuper as well as carbon-containing
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species within csub. Although other species could theoretically exist within κsub and κsuper
classes, these species are thought to be only minor contributions.
Additional non-hygroscopic species which could contribute to κsub include mineral
dust and iodine oxides. Although Asian mineral dust was observed in the Eastern Subtropical
North Pacific region [McNaughton et al., 2009], primary outflow of Asian mineral dust
occurs at latitudes ranging from 30°N-40°N [Uematsu et al., 2003]. Further evidence
supporting low mineral dust concentrations are seen from AOD at 0.55 µm which was
consistently <0.1 at or around Station ALOHA. This contrasts values of AOD at 0.55 µm
ranging 0.2-0.3 in the outflow regions (30°N-40°N) during winter/spring months [Choobari
et al., 2014]. As far as iodine oxides, size distribution properties and concentrations are not
well defined for iodine oxides; however, spatial analysis of iodine aerosol mass
concentrations suggest iodine oxides likely contribute no more than 1-3% of ammonium
sulfate’s total mass concentration in the Eastern Subtropical North Pacific [Sherwen et al.,
2016]. Furthermore, simulations suggest bulk iodine aerosol concentration centralized in
upwelling regions and the Indian Ocean. This corresponds with other observations suggesting
iodine-mediated nucleation occurs both near coastal regions [O’Dowd et al., 2002] and in the
presence of enhanced primary productivity [Sellegri et al., 2016]. In the case of Station
ALOHA, conditions favorable for iodine oxide particle formation were not met. As such, the
assumption that carbon-containing species dominate κsub is reasonable.
Species more hygroscopic than ammonium sulfate which could contribute to κsuper
include primary marine aerosol [Prather et al., 2013], Na2SO4, NH4NO3 [Kreidenweis et al.,
2008], sulfuric acid, letovicite, ammonium bisulfate and potassium species associated with
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biomass burning [Carrico et al., 2010]. Although, sulfate-based salt species besides
ammonium sulfate (i.e. ammonium bisulfate, letovicite and sulfuric acid) could possibly exist
in remote marine environments, the near ubiquitous abundance of NH3 suggests nonneutralized sulfur (sulfuric acid) are unlikely to exist for extended periods of times in the FT.
Observational NH3 measurements from the Eastern Pacific suggest sulfur particle speciation
would include partly neutralized species [Quinn et al., 1988] such as letovicite and
ammonium bisulfate. As such, uncertainty associated with these species is considered when
quantifying csuper. In addition to more hygroscopic sulfate-based salt species, presence of
ammonium nitrate is documented in certain remote marine airmasses [e.g. Schmale et al.,
2013]. The formation of NH4NO3 is not thermodynamically favorable [Seinfeld and Pandis,
2006] for observed ambient temperatures (>25℃). Lastly, potassium species are signatures
associated biomass burning [Carrico et al., 2010]. Considering the remote proximity to
continental influences, potassium species are arguably a minor constituent in κsuper. As such,
the assumption that sodium-containing species dominate κsuper is reasonable.
An additional consideration when applying the kernel fractionation method to
ambient data is fluctuating RH within the HTDMA system. As shown in Figure 2.2,
theoretical kernels can be calculated based on assumed RH and κ values; however, the shape
and kernel overlap changes with the system RH. Thus, most accurate representation of the
reference kernel requires empirical observations, or “calibrations” of the pure substance.
During this study, empirically derived ammonium sulfate kernels were measured once an
hour. The algorithm used the closest ammonium sulfate kernel (< 1 hr) when calculating csub,
cref and csuper from ambient humidified distributions.
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2.2.7.3 Constraining Uncertainties
The derived values for csub, cref and csuper are approximations due to several
uncertainties. First, if the ambient environment does not have a particle with the composition
of the selected reference kernel, then true signal would be falsely subtracted from the csub and
csuper. Second, the derived csub, cref and csuper depend on the thresholds tup and, tlow. Figure 2.2
demonstrates that artificial seawater and ammonium sulfate, the reference kernel for this
study, are well separated by selecting a GFup, such that tup = 0.04. Similarly, ammonium
sulfate and the carbon-containing particles are well separated by selecting a GFlow such that
tlow = 0.04. The applied thresholds from this study were superimposed on Figure 2.2 for
reference. tup = tlow = 0.04 were considered optimal based on an aerosol kernel model
simulator (see below) and the assumed aerosol composition which could exist in a marine
environment. Applying the kernel fractionation method for a different environment may
require different thresholds based on the abundance of different aerosol species. For example,
certain thresholds were better under certain conditions for marine environments, e.g.
tup=0.125 if the kernel in κref was constant at κ=0.57. Nonetheless, the objective was to
mitigate error over the broadest range of conceivable conditions. Thus, some level of
subjectivity is involved when selecting the thresholds. Another uncertainty relates to
constraining particle concentrations for specific chemical species. For example, sodiumcontaining particles (pink and blue kernels in Figure 2.2) are more hygroscopic than
ammonium sulfate (κ=0.57, RH = 80%); however, certain sulfate-based salt species are more
hygroscopic than ammonium sulfate and biases from these species in csuper are not removed
by subtracting out tup. As such, quantifying uncertainty associated species with
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“intermediate” hygroscopicities between the chemical species of interest and the reference
kernel is necessary and requires some a priori knowledge about the internal and external
aerosol mixtures in the sampling environment.
Quantification of these uncertainties was performed using an aerosol kernel model
simulator which varied concentration and composition (hygroscopicity) of particle species in
an externally mixed aerosol. The mixing model simulated concentration timeseries for an
external mixture of three species: black carbon (κ = 0), ammonium sulfate (κ = 0.57) and
artificial seawater (κ = 1.68; based on Wex et al. [2010]). Relative contribution of each
species to the total number budget ranged from 1 to 3 a.u. (arbitrary units), 13 to 47 a.u., and
3 to 6 a.u. for the black carbon, ammonium sulfate, and artificial seawater, respectively. The
assumed range for artificial seawater represents a conservative to moderate estimate of the
primary marine aerosol contribution to the total number budget in the MBL [Lewis and
Schwartz, 2004; Modini et al., 2015]. Similarly, the upper fraction for the black carbon
kernel represented the estimated contribution of refractory black carbon made in the Eastern
Pacific [Schroder et al., 2015]. The lower bound is representative of conditions with minimal
continental influence. The pure chemical species GF distributions were modelled using the
HTDMA system transmission from this study and assuming RH=80% and scaled by the
relative fractions. The sum of the kernels (the modelled GF distributions) was then
decomposed into the three classes using the kernel fractionation method. Concentrations for
different chemical species were assumed to vary following sine functions with different
frequencies and phases. Fluctuations in the relative contribution tested how concentration
fluctuation might affect the error in the retrieved concentration. The kernel fractionation
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method used tup = tlow = 0.04 for all simulations. Figure 2.3 shows an example simulation
assuming constant κ for the three kernels and variable concentration with time. For this
simulation, the intent was to estimate the uncertainty in the predicted sodium-containing
particle fraction. Figure 2.3a shows normalized kernels for the three species. Since this
simulation assumed that all kernels had constant κ in time, the kernel mode GFs do not
fluctuate. Figure 2.3b shows the actual fraction of sodium-containing particles versus what
the kernel fractionation method predicted. As Figure 2.3b shows, the predicted fraction is
always less than the actual fraction. This observation is consistent with part of the artificial
seawater kernel’s tail extending below tup in Figure 2.2 which cannot be recovered in
Equation 2. Figure 2.3c shows the relative error based on the values in Figure 2.3b. In this
scenario, the method underpredicts csuper between 17 and 20%. This error is taken to be the
uncertainty for this scenario. Again, the objective of this model is to minimize error in Figure
2.3c. This can be done by varying values of tup and tlow. Additional simulations varying the
hygroscopicity of the artificial seawater, the reference kernel, and the carbonaceous species
are described in Appendix A and Figure A3-A7 in the Appendix A and constrain uncertainty
accordingly.
Here, results from simulations for marine environments which quantified the bounds
for uncertainty in csub, cref and csuper classes can be summarized as follows. Assuming that the
κsuper class has hygroscopicity equivalent to that of artificial seawater, and the
hygroscopicities for the κref class are less than or equal to ammonium bisulfate (κ=0.67, RH =
80%) (second most hygroscopic sulfur-based salt species), the error in the fraction of
particles falling in κsuper is <±30%. If the sodium-containing particles are aged by the
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presence of gas-phase H2SO4, the sodium-containing species likely will contain more Na2SO4
(κ=0.95 corresponding to sodium sulfate). In this scenario, the fraction of the sodiumcontaining particles is underestimated by as much as 70%. Assuming κsub consists of particles
with hygroscopicity 0 < κ < 0.2, the error in the fraction of particles falling in the κsub class is
<±30% for all cases. Lastly, water-soluble organic compounds are thought to enrich primary
marine aerosol and thus, lower the hygroscopicity of primary marine aerosol. To explore the
extent to which the kernel fractionation method can quantify organically-enriched primary
marine aerosol as sodium-containing particles, an organic fraction of 70% was assumed for
Dd > 50 nm. This fraction corresponds to measurements made in the Eastern Pacific using a
sea-sweep [Quinn et al., 2014]. Assuming the organic content had a κ value of xantham gum
(κ=0.093 at RH=80% [Dawson et al., 2016]), the organically-enriched primary marine
aerosol’s κ=0.62. Using this value, the kernel fractionation method underestimated the κsuper
class by 100% (not shown). As such, the kernel fractionation method should capture some
population of the organically-enriched primary marine aerosol as long as the primary marine
aerosol is <70% organic.
In summary, based on the simulations, we conclude that the concentration in of the
κsuper class can be used as a lower bound estimate of the total fraction of Sodium-containing
particles. The κsub class captures the concentration of all non-hygroscopic and weakly
hygroscopic particles. The proposed method provides an objective means of decomposing
observed GF distributions into three classes while accounting for the GF distribution
dependence on DMA transfer and system RH.
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2.2.8 Scan Cycle and Data Reduction
The instrument suite was configured to undergo a scan cycle that repeated
approximately every hour. First the air was sampled for the dry size distribution (4 min,
Mode 1). The instrument system then switched to Mode 2 (56 min). During Mode 2, the
ammonium sulfate humidity calibration scan was performed, followed by 13 humidified size
distribution scans (4 min each). Scans alternated between the three dry diameters. Frequent
software crashes occurred due to incompatibility of a hardware component and the installed
LabVIEW version. When a crash occurred, the scan was truncated and the nominal scan
cycle restarted with the initial size. All SMPS and HTDMA scans were manually inspected
and scans were discarded if incomplete. Occasionally, ship plume was sampled, and scans
occurring during ship plume contamination were also discarded. Evidence for ship plume
particles was based on stochastic and rapid elevation in particle number concentrations
greater than three standard deviations of the running mean of the ambient CPC. Furthermore,
humidified size distribution scans were discarded if no reference ammonium sulfate scan
occurred within an hour. Lastly, anemometer data was filtered based on erroneous signal
which originated from poor signal transmission from the anemometer and data acquisition
hardware.
2.2.9 AIM Thermodynamic Model
Hygroscopic properties for some inorganic salts were modelled using the web
interface of the Aerosol Inorganic Model [Clegg et al., 1998]. Model calculations use Model
III (assumed T= 298.15K). Formation of solids was suppressed. Consequently the
calculations represent aerosols in a metastable state, the assumed state of sampled aerosol
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after entering the Nafion [Suda and Petters, 2013]. Salts modeled include ammonium sulfate,
ammonium bisulfate, sodium sulfate, letovicite, sulfuric acid, and sodium chloride. These are
expected to be the most likely inorganic salts present in the remote MBL [Hoppel et al.,
1994; Massling et al., 2003; de Leeuw et al., 2011]. Kappa values for inorganic salts were
calculated for water activities ranging from 0.25 - 0.95. A shape factor of 1.08 [Johnson et
al., 1987] was assumed for calculating the effective 𝜅 values an HTDMA would measure for
sodium chloride. The calculations are further elaborated in Petters and Petters [2016].
2.2.10 HYSPLIT Model
Air mass back-trajectories were calculated using the Hybrid Single Particle
Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model [Stein et al., 2015]. The model ran using
the 1°×1° Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) dataset. A new air parcel was initiated
every hour for the first 24 hours. Simulations were initiated at a variety of heights ranging
from 20 to 2000 m, and all simulations showed similar trajectories. Simulations shown here
are for a 20 m height and the approximate coordinates of Station ALOHA (22° 45’N, 158°
W).
2.3 RESULTS
Figure 2.4 summarizes meteorological conditions and aerosol properties observed
during the cruise. Three distinct time periods, referred to as A, B, and C were defined based
on aerosol concentration dynamics. Period A started at the beginning of the cruise
measurement period on 27 June and lasted until 29 June, when a temporary system failure
occurred. Aerosol number concentration was low and steady. Only size distribution and
meteorological data are available during this period. Period B started on 30 June,
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corresponding to the date the system became operational. Aerosol number concentration
during Period B started higher than Period A and increased until the end of the period on 2
July. Size distribution, meteorological and HTDMA data are available. Period C corresponds
to a sharp drop in number concentration, associated with widespread and intermittent
precipitation occurring in the region. The rapid decline was followed by particle
concentrations recovering to values comparable with those at the beginning of
Period B.
The main observations from Figure 2.4 are now reported. Descriptive statistics are
also summarized alongside in Table 2.1. During the cruise the wind speed was 9.39±1.80 m
s-1 and ranged from ~6 m s-1 to ~14 m s-1 (Figure 2.4a). Ambient RH was 77%±4% and
ranged from 62% to 88% (Figure 2.4b). These values are consistent with that of a marine
airmass, which typically has RH ~80% within the surface layer [Lewis and Schwartz, 2004].
The evolution of the aerosol size distribution is shown in Figure 2.4c. The distributions were
bimodal during all three periods. The average mode diameter of the accumulation and Aitken
modes were 110±6 nm and 32±7 nm, respectively. Modal properties during period A were
constant. In contrast, a temporal shift in the Aitken mode diameter occurred during Period B,
corresponding to a shift from 30 nm to 59 nm. The accumulation mode diameter, while
varying slightly, remained consistent throughout the cruise. Integrated concentration from
size distribution scans show that mean particle concentrations were 197±99 cm-3 and ranged
from 65 to 400 cm-3 (Figure 2.4d). Integrated size-distribution concentrations slightly
exceeded the total number concentration measured by the ambient CPC (Figure 2.4d) as a
result of the former including size-resolved particle loss correction. Area and volume
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concentrations were derived from the integrated size-distribution measurements by assuming
that all particles are spherical. Area (Figure 2.4e) and volume (Figure 2.4f) concentration
dynamics resembled those for number concentration, suggesting that there was minor
variability in particle size throughout the campaign. Mean area concentration was
6.6±5 µm2 cm-3 and ranged from 1.6 to 19.2 µm2 cm-3. Mean volume concentration was
0.17±0.14 µm3 cm-3 and ranged from 0.03 to 0.54 µm3 cm-3. Overall, observed number
concentrations were comparable with previously reported values for remote marine
environments, where concentrations typically range from 100 cm-3 to 1000 cm-3
[Heintzenberg et al., 2000; Modini et al., 2015; Wex et al., 2016]. In contrast, reported area
and volume concentrations were significantly less than previously reported concentrations for
remote marine environments. It is important to note that these values correspond to 10 < D <
360 nm and thus, do not represent total aerosol area and volume in the MBL; the primary
contribution of aerosol area and volume concentration is contributed by particles larger than
360 nm [Lewis and Schwartz, 2004]. Nonetheless, sampled number concentrations are
thought to be representative of the marine aerosol number budget.
Figure 2.5 shows summary number size distributions from Periods A and B. The
distribution for Period A was bimodal with comparable magnitudes for the Aitken and
accumulation modes. Concentration and modal properties for this distribution are consistent
with reported aerosol size distributions sourced from marine environments within the tropical
latitudes [Clarke et al., 2013; Wex et al., 2016; Atwood et al., 2017]. The summary
distribution during period B was also bimodal, though with a much larger number of the
accumulation mode particles. As previously noted, the mode diameter of the Aitken mode in
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Period B was larger than in Period A. Transitions from modal properties seen during Period
A to those during Period B have been previously reported for a variety of marine
environments [Clarke et al., 2013; Wex et al., 2016; Atwood et al., 2017]. The shift in modal
properties coincided with the transition from the period with low concentration (Period A) to
the period with high concentration (Period B). The increase in particle concentration was
primarily caused by an enhancement in the accumulation mode. The summary number
distribution from Period C (not shown) resembled modal properties of Period B but with
lower number concentration.
Figure 2.6 shows the summary hygroscopicity distributions during Period B and
Period C for the three dry diameters investigated in this study. Hygroscopicity data was not
collected during Period A due to a different experimental configuration which is not reported
here. For all sizes, the distributions are broad and single modal. The average mode κ was
0.48±0.16, 0.45±0.17, and 0.50±0.15 for the 48, 96, and 144 nm particles, respectively. The
5th and 95th percentile mode κ across all three dry sizes ranged from 0.36 < κ < 0.67. Kappa
values for some pure inorganic salts calculated from AIM model outputs are superimposed
on the figure. The κ range for each pure salt is based on the HTDMA RH range during the
cruise (cf. Figure A2 Appendix A). The average modal κ values are slightly smaller than
those of pure sulfate salts. A small fraction of particles have κ values resembling that of
NaCl. Similarly, only a small fraction of particles have κ < 0.2, characteristic to the organic
aerosol.
Figure 2.7 shows the temporal trend of concentration (expressed as dN/log10D) for the
κsub, κref and κsuper classes for the three dry diameters. The scatter in the data from individual
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scans in the κsuper class (top row on Figure 2.7) is attributed to low counting statistics from
the humidified 3-min size distribution scans. The kernel fractionation method results in
negative fractions for the κsuper class in 25 out of 552 HTDMA scans. These negative
fractions are attributed to subtraction of the ammonium sulfate kernel. The negative data are
not shown on the log-scale plot, but negative concentrations are included in the boxcar
average. Although the timeseries shows that concentrations can fluctuate over an order of
magnitude, particularly for 48 and 96 nm sizes, the boxcar average shows there is no strong
temporal trend in this class. Perhaps most notably, a strong drop in concentration in Figure
2.6c occurs on 2 July. This coincides with the sharp decrease in particle concentration
associated with Period C (Figure 2.4). Average concentrations (dN/log10Dp) for κsuper class
(top row) were 16±14 cm-3, 25±17 cm-3, and 32±15 cm-3 for the 48, 96, and 144 nm particles,
respectively. This corresponds to a fractional contribution of this class to the total particle
number of 7%, 5%, and 8%.
Figure 2.7 also shows that the majority of the particles resided in the κref class.
Expectedly, concentration dynamics resembled those of the integrated SMPS concentration
(Figure 2.4d), especially for the 96 nm and 144 nm sizes. Concentrations increased to a
maximum on 2 July and rapidly dropped to a concentration minimum during Period C for 96
nm and 144 nm sizes. The 48 nm timeseries did not correlate with the 96 nm and 144 nm
particles. The 48 nm particles gradually decreased in concentration occurred until a minimum
was reached on 2 July. Upon reaching this minimum, 48 nm particles remained at the
minimum for the duration of the cruise. Average concentrations (dN/dlog10Dp) (Figure 2.7df) were 213±102 cm-3, 475±185 cm-3, and 354±126 cm-3 for the 48, 96, and 144 nm particles,
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respectively. This corresponds to a fractional contribution of this class to the total particle
number of 85%, 90%, and 88%, respectively.
Concentrations in κsub class (Figure 2.7g-i) were low and comparable to those in the
κsuper class. For 91 out of 552 scans, the method resulted in negative fractions. Again, these
data are not shown on the log-scale plot, but negative values are included in the boxcar
average. For all three diameters, a significant increase in concentration occurred on 02 July
which coincided with the increase in total concentration (Figure 2.4d) and κref particles for 96
and 144 nm particles (Figure 2.7e,f). Similarly, the sharp drop in concentration during Period
C is evident for the 96 and 144 nm sized particles in the low-κ class. The concentration drop
brought values to comparable levels prior to the increase in concentration starting midday 01
July. Average concentrations (dN/dlog10Dp) (Figure 2.7g-i) were 21±33 cm-3, 27±43 cm-3,
and 15±19 cm-3 for the 48, 96, and 144 nm particles, respectively. This corresponds to a
fractional contribution of this class to the total particle number of 8%, 5%, and 4%,
respectively.
2.4 DISCUSSION
Figure 2.8 summarizes hygroscopicity data collected during this cruise in the context
of growth factor measurements from previous studies in marine locations [Berg et al., 1998;
Swietlicki et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2001; Massling et al., 2003, 2007; Tomlinson et al., 2007;
Snider and Petters, 2008; Hersey et al., 2009; Asmi et al., 2010; Mochida et al., 2011; Kim et
al., 2015]. All values and geographical locations are summarized in Table A1 in Appendix A.
Also, additional description is provided in text A2 in Appendix A. Briefly, data were
converted to κ based on author reported diameter growth factor and system RH. The criteria
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for defining data as marine in origin was based both on the author identifying the given
measurement as marine as well as using author reported back-trajectories to exclude data
influenced from continental sources. In some instances, reported humidified growth factor
distributions contained multiple modes. These are distinguished by different symbols in the
figure. The relative fraction of particles in different modes is not distinguished in the figure.
Thirteen out of 182 data points had κ<0.1 and are below the lower limit of the ordinate in
Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8a shows that the data from this cruise, which was dominated by ammonium
sulfate-like hygroscopicities for 48 nm, 96 nm and 144 nm dry-sized particles (Figure 2.6),
compared well with previous marine measurements. Figure 2.8a also shows κ from the AIM
model (Section 2.2.9) as a function of RH for ammonium sulfate, letovicite, ammonium
bisulfate, sulfuric acid, sodium sulfate and sodium chloride as well as laboratory
measurements for artificial seawater [Wex et al., 2010b]. The AIM simulations and
laboratory measurements provide context for how the variability in hygroscopic properties
relates to the chemical composition of the aerosol. The literature κ values ranged from 0 to
2.18, although most center mode κ are between 0.3 and 0.8. This range of κ values is
consistent with the hygroscopicity frequency distribution of marine aerosol κ reported by
Wex et al. [2010a].The data show a general increase in κ with decreasing RH, which is
consistent with the predicted RH dependency of κ by the AIM model. Significant scatter in
the data also shows that the aerosol composition varies spatially and temporally for marine
airmasses. Although Figure 2.8a provides context on how ambient measurements relate to
specific chemical constituents expected in the MBL, visualization of Figure 2.8a limits
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discussion to the externally-mixed properties of the data. As such, Figure 2.8a does not
provide information relating to how hygroscopic properties change with age and production
source. In contrast, Figure 2.8b summarizes κ as a function of dry diameter for cases where
RH > 70%. The data show an increasing trend between κ and dry diameter. Data points from
this cruise are consistent with the observed trend in Figure 2.8b, although the size trend is
weak. The relationship between dry diameter and hygroscopic growth factors for marine
aerosol has been discussed previously [Berg et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001; Massling et al.,
2003, 2007; Tomlinson et al., 2007; Mochida et al., 2011; Hegg et al., 2012]. The underlying
cause for this trend is not entirely clear. The presence of water-soluble organic compounds in
ocean water derived from primary productivity [O’Dowd et al., 2004] or the influence of
wind speed [Vaishya et al., 2013] on the organic mass fraction in primary marine aerosol are
candidate hypotheses. These hypotheses are not applicable to gyre regions, such as Station
ALOHA, where the presence of primary productivity is minimal. Nonetheless, results from a
recent study suggests primary productivity may not be the only factor influencing the organic
mass fraction in sub-micron primary marine aerosol [e.g. Quinn et al., 2014]. The primary
consequence from this conclusion is primary marine aerosol in the Station ALOHA region
may or may not be organically-enriched. Further considerations include the dominant
composition of the different modes within the marine size distribution. Accumulation mode
aerosol composition over the North Pacific is thought to be dominated by ammonium sulfate
while Aitken mode aerosol is thought to be more influenced by organics [Modini et al.,
2015]. This argument is consistent with the trend in Figure 2.8b, which shows Aitken mode
sized particles cluster around κ ≈0.3 while accumulation mode particles cluster around κ
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≈0.5. Therefore, this trend would simply reflect the transitioning through the different modes
which are compositionally influenced by different species. Finally, gas-to-particle transfer
processes should disproportionately influence accumulation size particles in marine
environments [Hegg et al., 2012]. As such, accumulation mode particles should be the most
temporally dynamic in composition due to uptake of oxidized sulfur species and condensable
organic compounds. Regardless, hygroscopicity data reported from this cruise is consistent
with previous measurements in both size-resolved and RH-resolved state space.
Similarly, the size distribution and particle concentration data are consistent with
those reported from other marine measurements. In general, the marine size distribution is
controlled by a variety of processes and therefore, highly dynamic. Atwood et al. [2017]
show several marine size distribution archetypes (e.g. ‘background marine’, ‘mixed marine’,
‘organic event’ and ‘precipitation’) that can be used for comparison with our data. The
summary size distributions from this cruise, shown in Figure 2.5a and 2.5b, highlight the
temporal evolution of modal properties from Period A and Period B shown in Figure 2.4.
Notably, two features changed during the transition: 1) the magnitude of the accumulation
mode during Period B increased by a factor of four compared to the accumulation mode
during Period A and 2) the Aitken mode progressively shifted from a median mode diameter
of 28 nm to 40 nm. Similar distribution dynamics have been observed in the South China Sea
[Atwood et al., 2017]. Size distributions resembling those of Period A were thought to
resemble background marine size distributions [Attwood et al., 2017] and distribution
properties from earlier studies [e.g. Russell et al., 1996]. In addition, the observed integrated
concentrations for these distributions were also low and consistent with values reported by
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Heintzenberg et al. [2000]. Size distributions similar to that of Period B resemble those of
‘mixed-marine’ distributions in Atwood et al. [2017] which are influenced by marinebackground and small amounts of smoke aerosol. Wex et al. [2016] observed similar
distributions emerge during periods with increases in ash concentration during a three week
campaign. Another example includes airborne measurements made in the Equatorial Pacific,
where similar distributions appeared in the lower troposphere during periods of high SO2
[Clarke et al., 2013]. Sources of biomass burning signatures in both cases were thought to be
the result of long-range transport from the Sahel region of Africa and the Amazon Basin,
respectively. In the case of this study, no chemical composition measurements were made to
corroborate a biomass burning contribution. Nonetheless, Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) overpasses of the regions between Central
America and Station ALOHA showed episodic periods where polluted dust and smoke
[Omar et al., 2009] were apparent in the MBL and free troposphere (data not shown).
Although not definitive, we believe that Period B may have been influenced from continental
sourced aerosol that was entrained into the MBL.
Although Figure 2.6 does not provide specific information regarding chemical
composition, the kernel fractionation method provides a framework for decomposing
hygroscopicity distributions into classes based on the relative hygroscopic properties of
observed aerosol to a reference kernel. As argued in the Methods section, csuper represents a
lower estimate of the concentration of sodium-containing particles. The resulting estimates
for the sodium-containing particle classes for the three particle diameters are shown in
Figure 2.7. An interesting observation from Figure 2.7 is that concentrations for the sodium-
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containing particles remained relatively stable during the sampling period. This suggests
either the MBL was at steady-state concentration of sodium-containing particles or
production source of sodium-containing particles was relatively stable (i.e. stable wind speed
and flux footprint). The only concentration perturbation outside the range of uncertainty
occurred for 144 nm sodium-containing particles during Period C, which was consistent with
the drop in total particle concentration seen in Figure 2.4d. In total, the average summed
concentrations for the three sodium-containing particle sizes observed during this study
amounted to a concentration of 7 cm-3 (total concentration, not dN/log10D). To our
knowledge, the only other study that attempted to quantify measured integrated primary
marine aerosol concentration is that of Modini et al. [2015]. Their measurements in the
Eastern Pacific suggest that the primary marine aerosol concentration was on average 12 cm-3
during periods with average wind speeds of 12 m s-1.
Interestingly, the kernel fractionation method revealed the reference-like (κref) and
carbonaceous (κsub) classes in Figure 2.7 did not share concentration dynamics with the
sodium-containing class. Instead, these classes followed similar dynamics to the total particle
concentration seen in Figure 2.4d. This has two important implications. First, it suggests that
κsub and κref share source and sink processes. Second, it demonstrates that the kernel

fractionation method can be used to decompose the concentration dynamics of species which
unique hygroscopic growth factors. One exception from this observation was the 48 nm κref

class (Figure 2.7d) which starts at maximum and decreased to a minimum during the

sampling period. This trend is consistent with the observation that the Aitken mode “grows”
into the tail of the accumulation mode (Figure 2.3c). This points to a potential limitation of
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the method since local microphysical changes in the aerosol can obscure the concentration
dynamics.
The decoupling of the κref and κsub from the sodium-containing particle class prompts

inquiry into the potential sources of the different particle classes. Since the primary source of
Na+ ions is from bubble-mediated production flux, it is a reasonable assumption that the
sodium-containing particles are associated with an airmass originating within the MBL.
Thus, production sources influencing the κref and κsub class concentration dynamics were

either local to the sampling site and within the MBL or resulted from particles entraining into
the MBL from the FT. To our knowledge, the only source of new particles in the MBL, that

is not primary marine aerosol, is from nucleation. The data in Figure 2.4c demonstrate there
are no signatures in the observed size distributions which suggest a nucleation event. Thus,
this leaves entrainment as the only explanation for the observed dynamics. Previous studies
suggest that episodic entrainment of particles from the FT into the MBL can occur in the
Subtropical Pacific [Clarke et al., 2013; Atwood et al., 2017]. Furthermore, properties of the
size distribution in Figure 2.5b are consistent with marine size distributions influenced from
long-range transported biomass burning signatures [Clarke et al., 2013; Wex et al., 2016;
Atwood et al., 2017]. Any biomass burning aerosol signature theoretically would not advect
through the MBL as the residence time of particles in the MBL estimated as <4 days due to
episodic precipitation events [Capaldo et al., 1999; Lewis and Schwartz, 2004]. To further
explore this hypothesis, airmass back-trajectories at Station ALOHA were generated for the
duration of the cruise. Figure 2.9a and 2.9b show the temporal distribution and altitude of
origin for these trajectories, respectively. Although the spatial distribution of these airmasses
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are similar, with the airmasses during Period B only originating further south compared to
Period A, the altitude of origin for these distributions appears quite different. Although this
type of synoptic scale back-trajectory analysis may have difficulty with fully representing
small scale entrainment events, the overall back-trajectory analysis is consistent with the
hypothesis that observed aerosol properties during Period A resemble a background marine
airmass while Period B had aerosol properties reflecting influences from the FT.
2.5 CONCLUSIONS
Reported here is a 1-week data set comprising aerosol hygroscopicity and size
distribution measurements collected while aboard a research vessel near Station ALOHA
(22° 45'N, 158° W). Three unique periods were identified during this study. The first period
(Period A) was marked by total particle concentrations < 200 cm-3 and size distribution
properties similar to the background marine size distribution described in Atwood et al.
[2017]. The second period (Period B) was marked by elevated concentrations in the
accumulation mode as well as a shift of the mode diameter of the Atkin mode. Size
distribution properties during Period B resembled previously described size distributions in
marine environments which were influenced from the free troposphere [Clarke et al., 2013;
Wex et al., 2016; Atwood et al., 2017]. The last period (Period C) was marked by the rapid
drop in total particle concentration and was thought to be the consequence of a precipitation
event. As a part of this study, a new method was developed for quantifying concentrations
for different hygroscopicity classes (κsub, κref, and κsuper) which were defined based on the
empirical transmission of a known reference substance. It was shown that the concentrations
of the class κsuper correspond to a lower bound estimate for sodium containing particles
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derived from primary emissions. Concentrations of the class κsub correspond to an estimate of
carbon-containing particles. Simulations demonstrate that the relative error in concentration
for both classes is <±30%, if the sodium containing particles are as hygroscopic as pure sea
spray and the carbon-containing particles have κ < 0.2. Concentration of sodium-containing
particles were stable during Period B, while reference-like (κref) and carbon-containing
particles fluctuated similarly to the total particle concentration. Results from the
classification method, along with size distributions and back-trajectory analysis, suggest that
two airmasses, one originating in the MBL and the other from the FT, mixed during Period
B. Overall, the kernel fractionation method estimated that sodium containing particle
concentrations represented 5-8% of the total aerosol budget in the MBL for the size range 50
nm < Dd <150 nm. These estimates were comparable to estimates previously made by Modini
et al. [2015] in the Eastern Pacific for periods of moderate wind speeds (12 m s-1) but lower
than but less than the 25% contribution (from the maximum spread of uncertainty in flux
parameterizations) predicted by global models [de Leeuw et al., 2011].
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Table 2.1: Summarized campaign concentration statistics for SMPS, Ambient CPC and HTDMA.
Particle Size
5th
95th
Measurement
Median
Instrument
Range
Percentile
Percentile
Meteorology

SMPS

10 – 360 nm

Ambient CPC
48 nm

HTDMA*

96 nm

144 nm

Wind Speed (m s-1)
Relative Humidity (%)
Temperature (°C)
Accumulation Mode Diameter (nm)
Aitken Mode Diameter (nm)
SMPS Number Conc. (cm-3)
SMPS Area Conc. (µm2 cm-3)
SMPS Volume Conc. (µm3 cm-3)
Total Conc. (cm-3)
κsuper Conc. (cm-3)
κref Conc. (cm-3)
κsub Conc. (cm-3)
κsuper Conc. (cm-3)
κref Conc. (cm-3)
κsub Conc. (cm-3)
κsuper Conc. (cm-3)
κref Conc. (cm-3)
κsub Conc. (cm-3)

5.78
64.4
23.8
99.1
24.1
103
1.93
0.04
91
0
65
0
3
148
0
7
87
0

9.68
75.3
25.3
110.7
28.6
155
3.90
0.09
219
14
215
12
22
485
15
32
358
8

11.63
83.3
26.2
121.8
46.0
386
16.74
0.45
341
46
372
67
59
783
85
56
534
50

Mean
(±std)
9.39±1.80
75±5.9
25.2±0.7
112±18
32±7
197±98
6.61±5.04
0.17±0.14
214±81
16±14
213±102
21±33
25±17
475±185
27±43
32±15
354±126
15±19
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Figure 2.1 System diagram illustrating instrumentation configuration and flow rates
(L min-1). See text for specific details relating to instruments.
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Figure 2.2 Transmission kernels for a black carbon (κ = 0), a typical organic aerosol (κ =
0.1), ammonium sulfate (κ = 0.57), sodium sulfate (κ = 0.95) and artificial seawater (κ =
1.68). The black, dashed lines indicate the thresholds, tlow and tup (see main text).
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Figure 2.3 Simulation with variable concentration in black carbon, ammonium sulfate, and
artificial seawater at constant RH = 80%. (a) growth factor kernel functions, (b) assumed
(actual) and retrieved (predicted) fraction of sea-spray using the kernel-fractionation method
with tup = tlow = 0.04, and (c) relative error defined as (predicted - actual)/(actual)*100
Sodium-containing fraction and expressed as percentage.
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Figure 2.4 Timeseries (UTC) for a) wind speed, b) relative humidity, c) aerosol size
distribution; colors represent concentration and black lines correspond to mode diameters, d)
total number concentrations from the integrated size distribution (black circles) and the
ambient CPC (orange line), e) size-distribution integrated area concentration, and f) sizedistribution integrated volume concentration. Green, grey, and blue background shadings
identify three distinct time periods discussed in the text.
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Figure 2.5 Aerosol size distributions ranging for a) period A and b) period B. Distributions
are presented as median (black line), mean (red diamonds), 25-75 percent quantile (dark-gray
shaded region) and 5-95 percent quantile (light-gray shaded region).
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Figure 2.6 Hygroscopicity distributions for a) 48 nm, b) 96 nm, and c) 144 nm diameter
particles. Distributions are presented as medians (black line), means (red diamonds), 25-75
percent quantiles (dark-gray shaded region). Color shadings correspond to the range of κ for
NaCl (blue), Na2SO4 (pink), (NH4)2SO4 (light yellow) and (NH4)HSO4 (dark yellow),
estimated for the range in HTMDA system RH during the cruise. Green shading corresponds
to the range of 𝜅 for organic aerosol.
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Figure 2.7 Temporal trend of spectral concentration during period B for high-κ (top row),
medium-κ (middle row) and low-κ (bottom row) classes and for 44 nm - 54 nm (left column),
87 nm - 108 nm (middle column) and 130 nm - 163 nm (right column) size particles.
Symbols correspond to individual humidified size distribution scans. The black line is a
boxcar average using a±1 hr centered window. The shading in the bottom and top panel
corresponds to the uncertainty associated with the classification technique for the κsub and
κsuper classes from the fractionation technique, as described in the methods section.
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Figure 2.8 Panel a) shows κ as a function of RH and b) shows κ as a function of dry diameter.
Circles with error bars correspond to mode κ values for 48 nm (green circle), 96 nm (red
circle) and 144 nm (black circle). Vertical bars are ±1 standard deviation of the most frequent
κ value from all distributions of the cruise. Horizontal bars in panel a) are ±1 standard
deviation of the system RH. The remaining symbols are κ values from the literature (Table
A1, Appendix A). Circles(•), diamonds (♦) and stars (⋆) correspond to the center mode, less
hygroscopic mode and more hygroscopic mode, respectively. Panel a): color coding of
symbols represents the dry diameter. Black circles in the box are artificial seawater κ values
from Wex et al. [2010]. Curves correspond to modelled (AIM) κ values for NaCl - sphere
(blue), NaCl - cube (blue dash), H2SO4 (yellow) Na2SO4 (pink), (NH4)2SO4 (red),
(NH4)HSO4 (green) and (NH4)3H(SO4)2 (dark green).
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Figure 2.9 A composite of 5 day air mass back-trajectories at Station ALOHA (22° 45'N,
158°W) for every day of the cruise. The left panel a) shows trajectories in a spatial view. The
right panel b) shows trajectories in a vertical view. Black lines correspond with times during
period A (Figure 2.4) and red lines correspond with times during period B (Figure 2.4).
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CHAPTER 3
3.1 REFLECTION
Work presented in this thesis provides a more constrained perception of the
hygroscopic and number budget properties of aerosol in the marine environment. As shown
here, the kernel fractionation method provides a potentially powerful tool for separating
sources and/or composition of aerosol in the MBL. However, certain aspects of this method
could be improved upon. First, chemical analysis of the defined ambient particle classes
could provide additional support of claims assigning unique composition to a particle class.
One way to achieve this could be by collecting filter samples of particle transmission during
different periods of the HTDMA scan sequence and analyzing the fraction of Sodiumcontaining particles using scanning electron microscopy. Second, the kernel separation could
be improved by optimizing system RH (κ difference between species, see Figure 8), DMA
resolution (determined by sheath-to-sample flow ratio) and counting statistics (determined by
voltage scan rate and CPC flow rate). If the κ-resolution of the method could be improved
upon, a more sophisticated Twomey inversion [Twomey, 1977] could be applied instead of
the method used here. Nonetheless, the analysis presented in this thesis might serve as a
template for longer-term investigations of aerosol hygroscopic properties in marine
environments. With longer timeseries, a formal cross-correlation analysis between the
particle classes through covariance matrices might provide more quantitative means to
understanding source and sink processes. Furthermore, it may be possible to reanalyze old
data sets using the fractionation method to estimate the total concentration of primary marine
aerosol in the marine boundary layer.
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Appendix A
A.1 Simulations of Kernel Fractionation Method
The simulation shown in Figure A3 varied the κ of the highly hygroscopic species on
top of the concentration fluctuations. In this scenario the method under-predicts csuper up to
70%. The under prediction occurs as κ of the highly hygroscopic mode merges with that of
the reference kernel. The simulation in Figure A5 is similar to that in A4 but assuming that
the moderately hygroscopic particles are composed of the more hygroscopic ammonium
bisulfate instead of ammonium sulfate. In this case the underprediction is slightly
compensated by the erroneous baseline assumption of the method which assumes that the
moderately hygroscopic particles are composed of ammonium sulfate. Figures A6-A8
summarize a similar set of simulations but focusing on the low hygroscopic class. In all of
the modeled scenarios the concentration of the low κ class is retrieved within ±30% relative
error.
A.2 Literature Hygroscopicity Data
Table A1 summarizes growth factor measurements form previous field campaigns in
marine locations. The table gives the location, including the ranges of latitude and longitude
of the cruise or aircraft mission. For aircraft campaigns only data from the marine boundary
was included. Measurement type is indicated as HTDMA, PCASP/F300, or DASH-SP. The
former is used in this study. The latter two are optical techniques that are described in the
respective sources. Also included are the RH and sizes investigated. The growth factor data
are reported based on mode type. Classification of mode type was based on the reported
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number of modes and the mode κ. If only one mode was reported, then the mode was
assigned to the middle column (center mode). Otherwise, the mode with a mode κ closest to
ammonium sulfate was assigned as the center mode and the other(s) was either defined as the
less or more hygroscopic mode. Kappa values were computed for each mode as described in
the main text.
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Table A.1: Summary of growth factor measurements form previous field campaigns in
marine locations.
Location

Mission

Measurement
Type

RH

Size
(nm)

GF Mode
Less

Pacific Ocean
133W-154E,
42N-41S
Pacific Ocean
130-160E, 4055S

ACE-1
Leg 2
Ref

HTDMA
90

(a)

ACE-1
Leg 1
Ref

50

HTDMA

89

(a)

50
Arctic Ocean
16-147E, 7087.5N

AOE-96
HTDMA

70

Ref(b)

90

Punta del
Hidalgo
Lighthouse
16.33W,
28.57N
Sagres,
Portugal
8.57W, 36.59N
North Atlantic
Ocean
8-15W, 2941N

ACE-2
HTDMA

90

Ref(c)

ACE-2
HTDMA

90

HTDMA

90

Ref(c)

ACE-2
Ref(c)

50
150
35
50
150
35
50
75
150
15
35
50
165
15
35
50
165
15
35
50
165
35
50
73
109
166
264
440
35
50
100
150
250
50
100
150
250

1.04
1.02

Center
1.15
1.19
1.62
1.66
1.78
1.53
1.57
1.60
1.65
1.11
1.14
1.13
1.17
1.24
1.24
1.23
1.29
1.44
1.59
1.62
1.71
1.65
1.33
1.35
1.35
1.71
1.33
1.76
1.54
1.55
1.6
1.65
1.65
1.64
1.73
1.77

1.03

1.8

1.30
1.21
1.23
1.21

1.19
1.20
1.28
1.26
1.05
1.06
1.04
1.03
1.34
1.00
1.16
1.2
1.14
1.2
1.23

Kappa
More
1.47
1.41
2.12
2.14
1.97
1.99
2.03
2.01

1.90
2.05
2.06
1.64
1.65
1.67
1.74

Less

0.01
0.01

Center
0.52
.69
0.36
0.40
0.52
0.32
0.35
0.38
0.43
0.37
0.48
0.44
0.60
0.39
0.39
0.37
0.49
0.22
0.34
0.36
0.44
0.39
0.38
0.16
0.16
0.44
0.15
0.49
0.29
0.30
0.34
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.46
0.51

0.01

0.54

0.15
0.10
0.11
0.10

0.08
0.08
0.12
0.11
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.16
0
0.06
0.08
0.05
0.08
0.10

More
2.18
1.8
0.95
0.98
0.82
0.85
0.91
0.88

0.65
0.85
0.86
1.15
0.39
0.41
0.47
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Table A.1 Continued
30

Atlantic Ocean
76W-18E,
37N-34S

Aerosols99
Period 1

55
HTDMA
75

Ref(d)

90

30

Atlantic Ocean
76W-18E,
37N-34S

Aerosols99
Period 5

55
HTDMA
75

Ref(d)

90

30
South Indian
Ocean
18E-57E, 34S21S

Aerosols99
Period 6

55
HTDMA
75

Ref(d)

90

30
South Indian
Ocean
18E-57E, 34S21S

Aerosols99
Period 7
Ref(d)

55
HTDMA
75

90

50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250

1.08
.115

0.61
1.22

1.19
1.3

0.56
0.98

1.35
1.48

0.49
0.75

1.66
1.86

0.40
0.60

1.11
1.17
1.17
1.22
1.29
1.32
1.39
1.48
1.52
1.74
1.88
1.96
1.12
1.19
1.14
1.24
1.33
1.37
1.40
1.51
1.54
1.72
1.93
2.03
1.11
1.18
1.20
1.22
1.31
1.35
1.37
1.50
1.54
1.70
1.90
1.93

0.86
1.4
1.4
0.67
0.94
1.06
0.56
0.75
0.84
0.47
0.63
0.73
0.94
1.60
1.12
0.74
1.11
1.29
0.58
0.81
0.88
0.45
0.69
0.82
0.86
1.50
1.70
0.67
1.02
1.19
0.52
0.79
0.88
0.43
0.65
0.69
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Table A.1 Continued
30

Indian Ocean
57E-73.51E,
21S-4.71N

INDOEX
Period 8

55
HTDMA
75

Ref(d)

90

30

Indian Ocean
57E-73.51E,
21S-4.71N

INDOEX
Period 11

55
HTDMA
75

Ref(d)

90
Northwest
Pacific
~130E, ~35N

Southeast
Pacific
~80W, ~15S

Southeast
Pacific
~80W, ~25S

Northeast
Pacific
~122W, ~31N

ACE-ASIA
HTDMA

90

HTDMA

85

HTDMA

85

PCASP/F300

89

Ref(e)

Stratus2003
Ref

(f)

Stratus2004
Ref

(f)

DYCOMSII
Ref

50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
50
150
250
350
13
25
50
100
200
300
450
600
13
25
50
100
200
300
450
600

1.09
1.15
1.16
1.19
1.26
1.30
1.36
1.45
1.48
1.68
1.89
1.98
1.09
1.08
1.13
1.19
1.24
1.25
1.35
1.42
1.44
1.71
1.88
1.91
1.58
1.82
1.83
1.86
1.45
1.41
1.40
1.41
1.44
1.46
1.52
1.53
1.36
1.42
1.43
1.44
1.49
1.50
1.67
1.74

0.69
1.22
1.31
0.56
0.82
0.98
0.51
0.68
0.75
0.42
0.64
0.75
0.69
0.61
1.03
0.56
0.74
0.78
0.49
0.62
0.66
0.44
0.63
0.66
0.33
0.56
0.57
0.60
0.36
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.35
0.47
0.44
0.46
0.27
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.41
0.42
0.65
0.75

480

1.81

0.73

(g)
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Table A.1 Continued
Northeast
Pacific

Ref(h)

HTDMA

85

~150W, 30N
74
Northeast
Pacific

MASE-II
DASH-SP

121.89W,
36.6N

85

Ref(i)**
92

Aboa,
Antarctica
Ref(j)
13.25W,
73.03S
Arctic Ocean
Ref(k)

HTDMA

90

50
75
100
150
200
150
175
200
150
175
200
150
175
200
10
25
50

1.48
1.52
1.54
1.57
1.59
1.38
1.35
1.38
1.61
1.58
1.63
1.82
1.99
1.99
1.49
1.63
1.67

0.40
0.44
0.47
0.51
0.53
0.58
0.51
0.58
0.56
0.53
0.59
0.44
0.60
0.60
0.26
0.37
0.41

90

1.75

0.48

HTDMA
85
1.32
1.4
~150W, 70N
(a)
Berg et al. 1998
(b)
Zhou et al. 2001
(c)
Swietlicki et al. 2000
(d)
Massling et al. 2003
(e)
Massling et al. 2007
(f)
Tomlinson et al. 2007
(g)
Snider and Petters 2008
(h)
Hersey et al. 2009
(i)
Asmi et al. 2010
(j)
Mochida et al. 2011
(k)
Kim et al. 2015
**
Reported values are based on an average of flight patterns 7, 13 and 14.

0.23

0.31
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Figure A.1 Estimated wall losses (%) in the sample line as a function of particle diameter
(nm) based on the ‘Particle Loss Calculator.’
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Figure A.2 HTDMA diagnostics for temperature (°C) (a) and RH (%) (b) during the duration
of the cruise. Calibration RH (black circles) is based on hourly ammonium sulfate.
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Figure A.3 Simulation with variable concentration in non-hygroscopic, ammonium sulfate,
and varying the artificial sea-spray hygroscopicity from κ=1.68 (corresponding to artificial
sea-spray) to κ = 0.95 (corresponding to Na2SO4). Simulation was performed at RH = 80%.
Panels (a)-(c) are same as in Figure 2.3 in the main text.
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Figure A.4 Simulation with variable concentration in non-hygroscopic, ammonium bisulfate,
and varying the artificial sea-spray hygroscopicity from κ=1.68 (corresponding to artificial
sea-spray) to κ = 0.95 (corresponding to Na2SO4). Simulation was performed at RH = 80%.
Panels (a)-(c) are same as in Figure 2.3 in the main text.
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Figure A.5 Simulation with variable concentration in non-hygroscopic, ammonium sulfate,
and artificial sea-spray at constant RH = 80%. (a) growth factor kernel functions, (b)
assumed (actual) and retrieved (predicted) fraction of non-hygroscopic particles using the
kernel-fractionation method with tup = tlow = 0.04, and (c) relative error defined as (predictedactual)/(actual) non-hygroscopic fraction and expressed as percentage.
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Figure A.6 Simulation with variable concentration in non-hygroscopic, ammonium sulfate,
and varying the non-hygroscopic hygroscopicity from κ=0 to κ = 0.2 (corresponding to a
hygroscopic pure organic compound). Simulation was performed at RH = 80%. Panels (a)-(c)
are same as in Figure A5.
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Figure A.7 Simulation with variable concentration in non-hygroscopic, ammonium bisulfate,
and varying the non-hygroscopic hygroscopicity from κ=0 to κ = 0.2 (corresponding to a
hygroscopic pure organic compound). Simulation was performed at RH = 80%. Panels (a)-(c)
are same as in Figure A5.
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